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August 20, 2007
 Friends,

We find, our Club has successfully completed another year on the 20th August 2007. Our Club will initiate its activities of its third year 
from the month of September 2007.

First of all I take this opportunity of extending my heartfelt thanks to all my friends and especially to those, without whose hard toil 
and active participation, we could not have been able to establish and maintain such a marvelous camaraderie, the sweet 
memories of which will linger with us ever after. In a list appended herewith, we have recorded our appreciation. 

Arun Kanjilal, our Chief Editor will leave for the United States for about 6 months, on the 1st November 2007. Prior to his departure, we 
would like to commemorate the third Birthday of our Club, in the form of A Garden Party, on the 29th September 2007, at KD Mullick 
Gardens (near Narendrapur R.K.Mission) under Rajpur Sonarpur  Municipality – Route direction given below. **

To bring some variety, to our programmes. We have planned to hold our AGM and Get together in a Lunch Party on the 5th

January 2008. We welcome all the family members of our friends for a wholehearted participation. Details of the programme are 
appended.

An extract from the Members ledger is enclosed; in this you would notice two new concepts under headings “Credit Balance” and 
“Donation”. The amount appearing, as credit balance against a member will be utilized for the purpose, as per his desire, as and 
when, he advises us. Donations are meant for the expenses of our meetings, and the short fall during a get-together.   

When we look back to the days prior to the formation of our Club, on 20.08.2005, the memory of the long lost days, some fifty years 
ago when we started together a new phase in our lives in the Downing and Slater Halls, comes to our inward eyes in a flash. The 
number of our friends got multiplied with the advent of the better halves in their lives, which fully blossomed thereafter. 

Now has come the inevitable turn of changing the compartment one after another, in the train of life, in which we are moving fast. 
But we cannot forget them who have thus changed their compartments and departed. They have entered another compartment 
and are playing a new role there at this moment.

It has therefore become our onus to re-establish the links which have snapped, albeit temporarily. It is with this purpose in view, a list 
of the near and dear ones, whom our beloved friends have left behind, is partly appended. We strongly feel, that all our friends 
should maintain a constant liaison, with our departed friend’s families, so that they may not feel alienated. This we hope would 
expand gradually the horizon of our friendship. We propose to invite them as our permanent guests in all the future get-togethers. 

You will also find a list of friends, who have already collected computerized C.Ds. from Arun Kanjilal. 

In another list you will find the names of the friends who have not yet sent their photographs and the necessary information to be 
incorporated in the Club C.D. However all our friends are requested to look into the matter so that after the receipt of the facts and 
figures, these information could be entered in the second edition of the Club C.D.
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The participating friends and their family members are also listed, who enjoyed the picnic at Phuleswar on the 11th March 2007.

I thank our friend Ajoy Sinha for initiating the payment of the subscription for the third year (from 8/2007-8/2008). I would appreciate 
if others would follow him promptly. This fund is meant for maintaining the linkage with our dear friends. Last year I was compelled 
to withhold such activities for a certain period, due to paucity of funds.  You would appreciate that without this vital fund, proper 
communications cannot be effected.

A printout of the portion of the C.D., which contains all the vital information about all our friends and their spouses, along with their 
photographs, would be made available to our members, for a sum of Rs.25/- only. So please place your orders soon. 

With thanks.
Yours faithfully                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
Dilip Sircar



General Secretary
ACo BECE & BM 1956

  
P.S.

**
Route Direction – from Garia Crossing (More) move southward first you would get crossing of  Kamalgachi/Sonarpur Sh. Rd. (3 Km),  
next  you would reach Narendrapur R.K. Mission Main Gate (4 km from Garia) and then you would reach Rathtala (5 km from 
Garia). At Rathtala, the signboard of Chintamani Kar Birds Sanctuary would be visible at East side and the sign board of B.K. 
Consortium Engr. Pvt. Ltd. on West side of Main Road. At B.K.Consortium Engr. Pvt. Ltd. You should turn right and move westward, 
meeting the Sanctuary at a very close distance. Next you would meet a road crossing (about 1½ km from the Main Road), when 
you reach there take a left turn and move westward about ¼ km you would reach the destination the K.D. Mallick Garden which is 
on the North side of the Road.

Special arrangements – a Car having sign of BE College will ply from R.K. Mission, Main Gate to   Garden spot from 9.30 A.M. every 
15 minutes. You get into the car immediately to reach the Garden. In case you have a vehicle please follow the car to reach.  

Contact number of Ajoy Sinha (who will be co-ordinating movement of the car—9830879225.
In any doubt—please call him for help/clarification.
Participation-Fees

For Member & Spouse—Rs.180.00 per head
For Drivers--                      Rs.  50.00 per head
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List of friends deserving Special mention

Sisir Kumar Basu was the first among our friends who took all the initiatives to arrange for the first meeting at the residence of 
Debnarayan Banerjee. He later collected feedbacks from the members for the Souvenir. He also presided over the first two get-
togethers (2005 & 6).

Deb Narayan Banerjee agreed gladly to convene the first meeting at his residence. 

Arun Kanjilal who is our Chief Editor, fully utilized his valuable time and monetary resources to undertake the project, like a scientific 
research work, to build up the souvenir and our most cherished dream gradually started taking a concrete shape. The entire work if 
executed from outside sources, otherwise would have cost not less than 4 lakhs of rupees.

Arabinda Chatterjee, ever energetic, entered the data in a computerized form.  He helped in collecting all data given to him in a 
CD form.  CD can actually offer in a plastic disc, moving pictures, songs, still pictures, memories of yester years in an Eveready form. 
This offers you yesterday and today for your tomorrows.  This was Kanjilal’s gift to you so that we are constantly all  of us present with 
you. Arabinda helped in making this package.

Amal Kanti Sarkar Chaired over the last A.G.M (2007) and was accepted as the Chairman in the same meeting. He is ever buoyant 
in arranging programmes and picnics making all arrangements about food, beverage and also taking care of minute details of 
everyone.   

Late Ashesh Sankar Bhadhury our Foreign Secretary, effectively communicated with our overseas friends and provided us with the 
most valuable and current information about them.

Dipta Shyamal Mallick enlightened me about the management of the get-togethers, which were project works by themselves. 
Valuable guidance provided by him were executed by the undersigned.   

Sourindra Choudhury with his captivating voice successfully shouldered the responsibility of delivering the finished cultural products 
to the members. 

Pallab Kumar Dutta, holding the key position of Treasurer, navigated me along the right direction. Suhrid Kr. Samanta with his 
resourceful ideas also gave valuable guidance in the matters of accounts. 

Ajoy Kr. Sinha, Amitave Basu, Nirmalendu Sarkar and Kush Kr. Bose as members of the Editorial Board, provided substantial 
assistance towards building up of the Souvenir.  

Subir Kr. Sarkar, Manoj Kr. Basu, Benoy Chakraborty, Subhas Dutta Gupta, Sourendra Mohan Sikdar are our Silent workers, who can 
aptly be compared to the pillars on which the edifice of our organisation is resting. We can hardly forget the overall enthralling 
performance of Borun Kumar Basu, spontaneous emotional glittering of Nripendra Nath Biswas and also the entertaining jokes of 
Sukdev Dutta. 

Last but not the least is the most valuable contributions offered by Mukul Ray, who time without numbers acted as our Financial 
Mainstay. Also he has done a great service to our Club by capturing the beautiful moments of all our past gatherings through his 
Video.

We shall fail in our duties if we do not allude to the general members who have so enthusiastically participated and encouraged 
us. It has been truly said by Milton ‘they also serve who only stand and wait’.
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Near and dear ones of the friends

Who have changed the compartment in the train of life

Late Nirmal Kr. Bhowmic
Spouse Chandana Bhowmic, Telephone: 033-2355-9657
VIII/8, Citizen Co-op Housing, 103, Maniktala Main Road Kolkata.700054

Late Santimay Chakraborty
Spouse Minakshi Chakraboorty Telephone: 033-2441 5756
65/Z/5, Bose Pukur Road, Kolkata-700042
Daughters Barnali & Piyali

Late Ujjal Kumar Das
Spouse  Manjusa Das
Flat No.D – 2nd Floor
Asutosh Appt. 2, Mahesh Pal Lane Howrah
Sons (1) Anindo Kr. Das  (Moumita –9830330840)

(2) Achin Kr. Das (IBM Bengaluru), (3) Arnab Kanti Das (Miniapolis, USA)

Late Ashes Sankar Bhaduri
Spouse  Jayasri Bhaduri Telephone; 033-2442 –8722
Daughters (1) Dr. Sudarsana Chowdhury (History)

(2) Sohini Ghosh Roy, Kathakali, Kala Mandalam, U.S.A.
(3) Sayani Bhaduri, MBA

Sister  Dr. Sukla Bhaduri, (M) 9433242367
 Head of the Dept. Geography, Calcutta University, Radio Artist in Rabindra Sangeet

Late Sachidulal Saha
Spouse   Sipra Saha Ph. 033-2466-2710
Sons (1) Mainak Saha

(2) Goutam Saha
Daughter (1) Aparajita Saha

Late Pratip Chandra Guha 
Spouse Kabita Guha Ph.033-2551-7933

31, Nayapally Road, Jitendra Aptt. 
Flat No. S4, Lake Town (Shyamnagar Stop)

                      Kolkata

Late Anil Kr. Sen
Spouse Late Ratna Sen
Daughter Madhumita Nag Ph.033-2337-5670

AE 568, Salt Lake, Kolkata- 700064
Son Saibal Sen -do-              

Late Chanchal Kr.Pal
Spouse  Sandhya Paul Ph. 033-2478-0527

110, Block F, New Alipore, Kolkata-700057
Daughters (1) Dr. Srabani Mittal  MBBS DPA MIPHA, Behala (P.H.E.)

(2) Dr. Boby Paul (Saha), MBBS, DCH, MD, Prof. SSKM

Late Subhra Bose
Spouse Kush Kr. Bose (M) 9903898404 (Ph.) 033-2417-5280

Late Ranjana Ghosh
Spouse Ranjit Kr. Ghosh (M) 98317410495 (Ph.) 033-2475-0036

Late Sunanda Ghosh
Spouse Prabir Kr. Ghosh (Ph.) 033-2460-1447

Late Keka Bhattacharya
Spouse Partha Sarathi Bhattacherjee (Ph.) 033-2402-8813

Late Pratima Sengupta
Spouse Bishnu Ranjan Sengupta (Ph.) 033-2287-5216

Late Nandita Moulik
Spouse Basudev Moulik (Ph.) 033-2358-1699/ (M) 9830424062
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Those who have collected C.D. from Arun Kanjilal

Names Names
1. Partha Sarathi Mitra
2. Pushpendu Sundar Mukherjee
3. Manoj Kr. Basu
4. Abhijit Kr. Gupta
5. Snehansu Bikas Mandal
6. Satya Ranjan Ghosh
7. Tobinda Lal Chatterji 
8. Rabindra Nath Moitra
9. Sarit Kr. Dutta
10. Pallab Kr. Dutta
11. Partha Sarathi Bhattacharya
12. Borun Kumar Basu
13. Tapan Kumar Ghosh

14. Sanker Paul
15. Manojendra Roy
16. Pranab Kr. Sengupta
17. Mukul Roy
18. Arundev Mukherjee
19. Kush Kumar Bose
20. Sourindra Mohan Bose
21. Suhrid Kr. Samanta
22. Rabin Poddar
23. Satyansu Chatterjee
24. Santanu Majumdar
25. Shiba Prasad Sircur 
26. Sumit Roy
27. Arunendu Das

Photos Due

Sl. Names Sl. Names
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

Ashis Basu/ Amita
Arun Bhattacharjee/ Gitasri 
Arun Gopal
Barun Gopal
Bhaskar Chowdhuri/ Sipra
Dilip Das/ Mridula
Late Sachidul Saha/ Sipra
Sarit Datta (Recvd)
Satyabrata Mitra
Sefalendu/ Sikha
Sunil/Hasi
Late Santi/Minakshi, Daughter - Piyali
Late Ujjal/Manjusa
Late Pratip/Kabita
Late Anil, Daughter- Madhumita, Son-Saibal, 
Late Chanchal/Sandhya
Late Nirmal/ Chandana
Bibhuti Chkraborty
Dipankar Das Gupta
Nityananda/ Anuradha
Robin Poddar, USA
Santanu Sen Gupta
Arun Kr. Ghosh (Met) Canada
Arup Bhattacharjee (Met), USA
Asit Maity (Civil) USA
Biren Agarwal (Met), USA
Chandi Mandal (Civil), USA
Inderjit Singh (Mech), USA
Kalyan Kr. Das Gupta (Min),USA (Recvd)
Kamal Prosad Alley (Civil) Gangtok
Malay Das Gupta (Civil), USA
Malay Ghosh (doubtful)
Monojendra Roy (Mech), USA(Recvd)
Nikhil Biswas (Civil), USA

35
36
37

38
39
40
41

Nripen Chakraborty (Min), USA
Prabir Acharya (Arch), USA
Pranab Roy Chowdhuri (Mech)
USA
Samir Gupta (Mech) Kolkata
Sanjib Mukherji (Mech), USA
Samiran Chatterji (Mech), USA
Satyansu Chatterjee (Civil), USA


